GRADE 1 LITERACY: MY REPORT ABOUT FROGS
UNIT OVERVIEW
This 3-4 week unit leads students in an exploration of informational texts. Read alouds and structured
conversations are used to guide students in the process of using an informational text as a learning
tool (i.e., gathering facts from what an author has written). Students then use what they have learned
from a mentor text to create their own “teaching text.” Extensions for continued learning around frogs
are included.

TASK DETAILS
Task Name: My Report About Frogs
Grade: 1
Subject: Literacy
Depth of Knowledge: 3
Task Description: This task asks students to write an informative text and use information/facts to
write a short report about what was learned.
Standards Addressed:
RI.1.1: Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RI. 1.10: With prompting and support, read informational texts appropriately complex for grade 1.
W.1.2: Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic,
and provide some sense of closure
Materials Needed:
• “Frogs” by Gail Gibbons
•

Report template
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GRADE 1 LITERACY: MY REPORT ABOUT FROGS
PERFORMANCE TASK
This section contains the student version of the final performance task and task administration guidelines for
teachers.
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My Report about ________________

By_________________________________

4

These are my questions about _______________.
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
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I will read a book to find the answers. Then I will
write about what I learned.

6

Things I learned about ________________________.

_____________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
_____________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________

7

Things I learned about ________________________.

_____________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
_____________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________

8

This is the most interesting thing I learned about frogs or
something that I want to know more about.
_____________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
_____________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
____________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_____________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
_____________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
_____________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
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Independent Reading-Writing Template

Today, I read a book about ________________.
This is what I learned.
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________
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Directions for Task Administration
Shared Reading-Writing Template: My Report about ___
Each day, students read and discuss a part of the book together with the teacher and then add to their
written report (see student report template). Teachers can give one template page at a time and have
students put reports together at the end of the week. There is an extra page of lines at the end of the
template for students who need more writing space.
Day 1
Ø Focus: Prewriting activity before students begin the pre-assessment. The book introduction
will take one class period and the shared reading will take 2-3 more class periods with writing
after each part read and discussed.
Ø Whole class discussion. Use whole class discussion questions to spark ideas for writing. Teacher
guides class in a K-W-L discussion: What do you know about frogs? What would we like to know
about frogs? Teacher writes ideas on large class chart.
Ø Text introduction. Introduce the text, Frogs by Gail Gibbons and distribute copies of the text to
each student. Ask: What is the book about? Do you think this is a story about frogs or a book
that will teach us about frogs? Can you find anything in the book that will help you to know if
this is a story or a teaching book (facts, labeled pictures, they look like real frogs, etc.)?
Ø Prewriting activity. After having a class discussion using a K-W-L as a class graphic organizer,
guide students to select one or more questions they would like to find out more about and write
them into their “report template.”
Ø Formative assessment. Teacher observations during the K-W-L prewriting activity (e.g., notes on
Hess Systematic Observation form: Which students generated a question about frogs or offered
prior knowledge?)
Days 2-4
Ø Focus: Pre-assessment task completed over several days. (For specific instructions about
prompting and scribing for students, see: “Guidelines for Administration: Writing ProgressMonitoring Performance Assessments,” by Karin Hess.)
Ø You will need approximately 2-3 class sessions for students to complete their reports after each
shared reading of the book, Frogs by Gail Gibbons. Allow adequate time for selecting and
organizing notes, drawing, and writing (days 2-4). The report template is set up so that one part
of the book can be read together and discussed each day.
Ø Day 2: shared reading about frog eggs with students selecting facts they learned and writing into
their report.
Ø Day 3: shared reading about tadpoles with students selecting facts they learned and writing into
their report.
Ø Day 4: shared reading to finish the book (frog enemies, what they eat, etc.) with students
selecting facts they learned and writing into their report. You may need to break this section
into parts as this section of the text is content rich. If you break this section into parts, begin the
second day of reading at the page that begins with, “Frogs have enemies.” The final prompt is
used to frame a closure statement: “Something I learned or what to know more about…”
Ø Formative assessment. During each day’s shared reading, the teacher continues to document
on the Systematic Observation form, questions students ask and comprehension questions
about key text details answered. Over the four days of class discussions, all students should be
able to respond.
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Extension (optional)
Part 1
Ø Focus: Determining importance from/in informational texts. This is a 1-2 day lesson.
Ø Read aloud. Read an informational text aloud. Identify topic of text and main idea. Use a chart
to list important details that students can recall.
Ø Independent writing. Students write what they learned using the shorter template and prompt,
“Today I read a book about _____. This is what I learned.”
Ø Formative assessment. Teacher documents observations during guided reading.
Part 2
Ø Focus: Application to other informational texts. Apply lessons in days 1-3 (from final
performance task, above) to other informational texts, gradually moving from more scaffolded
reading to independent reading. Students will read texts at their independent reading level;
students will not all read the same texts.
Targeted instruction/small groups: Model and practice each day with different texts during guided
reading time, selecting from a range of informational texts appropriate to independent reading levels.
Using oral language to elicit background knowledge and develop understanding of each text. Call
attention to how informational texts are different from literary texts/stories.
Optional: Tasks to assess science content understanding. Can be written in science journal or on paper.
Ø How does a frog change throughout the life cycle? Draw how the frogs changes and label the
parts in your picture.
Ø Write about the life of frogs. Draw pictures to tell more about your story.
Ø How does a tadpole change as it becomes a frog? Draw and label pictures to show how.
Ø How are the changes in a frog’s body useful to the frog? Describe what the parts of a frog’s body
can do and how they are helpful.
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GRADE 1 LITERACY: MY REPORT ABOUT FROGS
UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR LEARNING (UDL)
PRINCIPLES
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Frogs and Toads ELA 1st Grade
Common Core Learning Standards/
Universal Design for Learning
The goal of using Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) is to provide the highest academic
standards to all of our students. Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a set of principles that
provides teachers with a structure to develop their instruction to meet the needs of a diversity of
learners. UDL is a research-based framework that suggests each student learns in a unique manner.
A one-size-fits-all approach is not effective to meet the diverse range of learners in our schools. By
creating options for how instruction is presented, how students express their ideas, and how
teachers can engage students in their learning, instruction can be customized and adjusted to meet
individual student needs. In this manner, we can support our students to succeed in the CCLS.
Below are some ideas of how this Common Core Task is aligned with the three principles of UDL;
providing options in representation, action/expression, and engagement. As UDL calls for multiple
options, the possible list is endless. Please use this as a starting point. Think about your own group
of students and assess whether these are options you can use.

REPRESENTATION: The “what” of learning. How does the task present information and content in
different ways? How students gather facts and categorize what they see, hear, and read. How are
they identifying letters, words, or an author's style?
In this task, teachers can…
ü Promote understanding of vocabulary by embedding visual, non-linguistic picture
supports for key words and concepts such as frog, toad, amphibian, as well as same and
different.

ACTION/EXPRESSION: The “how” of learning. How does the task differentiate the ways that
students can express what they know? How do they plan and perform tasks? How do students
organize and express their ideas?

In this task, teachers can…
ü Facilitate managing information and resources by providing graphic organizers and
templates for taking notes and organizing information to compare and contrast facts
about frogs and toads.

ENGAGEMENT: The “why” of learning. How does the task stimulate interest and motivation for
learning? How do students get engaged? How are they challenged, excited, or interested?

ü In this task, teachers can…
Provide prompts, reminders, guides, rubrics, checklists that focus on elevating
the frequency of self-reflection and self-reinforcement by using simple detailed
checklists with pictures for organizing and editing writing tasks.

Visit http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/default.htm to learn more information about UDL.
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GRADE 1 LITERACY: MY REPORT ABOUT FROGS
RUBRIC
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Customized Descriptors for Grades K-3

CCLS Writing Standard #2: Compose Informative/Explanatory Writing
Students compose informational texts by organizing and conveying information and ideas accurately and effectively.
CCSS Language &
Writing Criteria

Novice

Purpose
•
Context – topic,
question(s) to be
answered
•
Focus/Controlling
Idea
•
Evidence of gathered
information or
understanding
something about the
topic

Uses a combination of
drawing, dictation, & writing
(K) to compose

Uses a combination of
drawing, dictation, & writing
(K) to compose

Attempts to identify a
topic but lacks a focus
or may have more than
one topic or confusing
topic as stated

Has topic and attempts
a focus/information, but
focus may shift or not
be relevant to the topic
chosen

Topic (context) and
focus/controlling idea
are clearly stated
(gr K-3)

Explains something
more about the topic
OR a connection is
made between topic &
broader idea(s)

Organization
•
Overall coherence
•
Appropriate
organizational
patterns
•
Transitions connect
ideas (e.g., comparecontrast, description,
cause-effect)
•
May have headings,
numbering, bullets to
group ideas
Details/Elaboration
•
Naming
•
Describing, defining
•
Explaining
•
Comparing
•
Examples, facts,
citations
•
Sensory and concrete
details supporting
topic
•
Analogies
Illustrations, graphics
•
Voice and Tone
•
Knowledgeable
person
•
Vocabulary – Precise
language
•
Sentence structure
•
Sentence variety

Attempts introduction,
body, and conclusion,
but one or more parts
are missing

Conventions of Standard
English
•
Grammar
•
Usage
•
Mechanics
(capitalization,
punctuation, spelling)

No details provided or
attempts to add details
to drawings or writing
which may be random,
inaccurate, or irrelevant

Generally uses basic,
incorrect, or below
grade level vocabulary
when dictating (K) or
writing (gr 1-3)

Apprentice

Introduction, body, and
conclusion are evident,
but may lack clarity or
coherence
(e.g., attempts to
connect ideas, but may
not be logical or make
sense)

Some elaboration
strategies are evident in
drawings or writing (gr
K-3), or with support/
questioning from peers
or adults (gr K -1)
Ideas may not be fully
elaborated or details
may be insufficient to
support topic
Vocabulary use has
minor errors
Dictates or writes using
simple complete
sentences

Practitioner

Expert

(meeting standard)

(exceeding standard)

Uses a combination of
drawing, dictation, & writing
(K) to compose

Uses a combination of
drawing, dictation, & writing
(K) to compose

Has overall coherence
(K-3); Provides a
concluding statement
or section (gr, 1, 2, 3)
Groups related ideas
(gr3) that support the
focus
Uses transitions to
connect ideas (gr3)
Has some authentic
supporting details,
definitions, facts that
support the focus
Adds labeled
illustrations, drawings,
visuals, charts/tables,
diagram to enhance
details, facts, and
ideas
Produces complete
simple (gr k-1, 2, 3),
compound (g, 2, 3),
and complex (gr3)
sentences
Appropriate use of
vocabulary (nouns,
plurals, verbs,
pronouns, adjectives,
adverbs)

Uses below grade-level
basic mechanics with
frequent errors

Edits with support from peers
or adults (gr 2-3)

Uses grade-appropriate
basic mechanics and word
use with some errors

Edits with support

Minor errors do not
interfere with reader
understanding (e.g.,
capitalization,
punctuation; spelling)

Clearly presents the
topic and focus/
controlling idea
Intro, body, and
conclusion support
focus
Uses several transitions
appropriately (e.g.,
because, since, and, but,
also, for example,
since) to connect or
group ideas
Has a depth of
information; insightful
Elaborates using a
variety of: relevant
details, examples,
quotes, etc. to support
focus

Maintains voice/tone of
knowledgeable person
conveying information
– knows when to use
formal-informal
language
Uses effective, precise
vocabulary and variety
of sentence structures
Edits with support from peers
or adults

Has few or no errors in
grammar, word usage, or
mechanics as appropriate
to grade

Working Drafts of ELA rubrics for assessing CCSS writing standards ---- Developed by Karin Hess, National Center for Assessment using several sources: CCSS
for writing; the VT analytic writing rubrics; Biggam & Itterly, Literacy Profiles; Hill, Developmental Continuum; Exemplars Young Writers rubrics; and input from
NYC K-5 performance assessment pilot Assessment Development Leaders --- October 2010 version 5.0
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GRADE 1 LITERACY: MY REPORT ABOUT FROGS
ANNOTATED STUDENT WORK
This section contains annotated student work at a range of score points, student summaries, and implications
for instruction for each performance level. The annotated student work and student summaries demonstrate
performance at different levels and show examples of student understandings and misunderstandings of the
task that can be used with the implications for instruction to understand how to move students to the next
performance level.
In piloting the assessment task, we were not able to get the full range of student work at all performance
levels. The student work here only includes student work at the Novice, Apprentice and Practitioner levels.
As we collect more student work, we will update this section to show student performance at all levels.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student A - Practitioner
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student A - Practitioner

Conventions: Although
these are written as
questions, the student uses
a period at the end, rather
than a question mark.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student A - Practitioner
Details/Elaboration: Illustrations
are clearly labeled to identify
specific details.

Purpose:
Although the
topic for this
page is “frog
eggs”, the
student refers
to just the frog.

Details/Elaboration: The
student elaborates by clearly
summarizing what happens
to the frog eggs when
together and when apart.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student A - Practitioner

Voice and Tone:
The student
appropriately
uses domain
specific terms
including algae,
tadpole, and frog
eggs.

Voice and Tone: The student paraphrases
several sentences within the text. (Text:
“The tadpoles get bigger. Now they have
hind legs. Behind their head bulges appear
where their front legs are growing.”)
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student A - Practitioner

Organization: The student has a gradeappropriate closure to the writing piece for
the given prompt.

Organization:
Appropriate use
of the transition
“because”
connects the idea
of learning about
tadpoles and
why.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student A - Practitioner
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student A - Practitioner
Annotations are based on analytical scoring, which means scoring each criterion separately. Analytical scoring supports the
teacher in being able to focus feedback to students and target next steps for instruction. Analytical feedback for each
criterion also helps students to see their areas of strength and where they need to make revisions. The writing analyzed
through these annotations is indicative of a student generally performing at a Practitioner level.
CCLS Language & Writing
Purpose
•

•
•

Context – topic, question(s) to be
answered
Focus/Controlling Idea
Evidence of gathered
information or understanding
something about the topic

Organization
•
•
•

Overall coherence
Appropriate organizational
patterns
Transitions connect ideas (e.g.,
compare-contrast, description,
cause-effect)
•
May have headings,
numbering, bullets to
group ideas

Details/Elaboration
•
•
•
•
•

Naming
Describing, defining
Explaining
Comparing
Examples, facts, citations
•
Sensory and concrete
details supporting topic
•
Analogies
•
Illustrations, graphics

Voice and Tone
•
•

•

•

Knowledgeable person
Vocabulary – Precise
language
Sentence structure
Sentence variety

Evidence

Instructional next steps
To meet CCR Standards, this student needs to:

Score: Practitioner
• The topic identified at the top of each page
clearly relates to the factual information
presented; although in one instance, when
identifying information about frog eggs, the
student’s sentence identifies “frog” rather
than “frog eggs”.
Score: Practitioner
• Clear coherence and organization of the
information is apparent.
• Sentences include appropriate transitions to
connect ideas (e.g., but, because, if).

• Orally read own writing to a peer to listen for
areas that need more clarity or editing.
• Develop consistent focus during peers reviewing
each others’ work, checking to see if facts match
stated topics.

Score: Practitioner
• The student includes illustrations with labels
to identify specific details, a feature of
informational texts.
• The illustrations are supported by the
written text.
• Some elaboration strategies are included.
For example, the student fully explains what
happens to the eggs if they are together and
if they are apart. However, in another
instance, the student identifies two other
facts, that are not connected and are not
elaborated on (e.g., if frog get hot they die
and frog eggs don’t have shells).
Score: Practitioner
• The student is able to paraphrase and
summarize information using own
vocabulary and sentence structure, rather
than copying specific sentences directly
from the text.
• Domain –specific terms are used
appropriately (algae, tadpole, frog eggs).
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NOTE: The task scaffolds the organization for
students – topic at top of page and prompt for
closure, thus the majority of the student writing has
overall cohesion.
• Gradually over time, scaffolding is slowly
removed to ensure that students are able to
independently organize their ideas and details.
This would be done with shorter and then
longer pieces of writing.
• Practice use of elaboration for ideas by adding
more details or words that describe (colors,
shapes, sizes, sounds, etc.).
• Locate mentor texts with labeled illustrations as
examples for own writing.

• Practice grouping two similar ideas from a list of
different ideas and combining the two similar
ideas into one compound sentence (using “and”).
• Practice grouping related ideas from a list of
different ideas and combining the two into a
complex sentence (connecting clauses with “but”
or “because”) to show relationships such as
cause-effect.

Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student A - Practitioner

•
•

•

Conventions of Standard
English
Grammar
Usage
Mechanics (capitalization,
punctuation, spelling)

Score: Apprentice
• Grade level conventions are used by this
student, including phonetic and
conventional spelling (e.g., “thaer”/”their”;
“thay”).
• Most sentences end with periods and begin
with capital letters.
• Errors in spelling and conventions (e.g.,
capital letters used for words within
sentence) are noted, but do not interfere
with overall reader understanding.
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• Although this student posed questions
appropriately (e.g., “How do frogs get thaer
color.”) a period was used in place of a question
mark. Have the student distinguish between
statements and questions and identify the
punctuation associated with each.
• Sentences do not consistently have articles and
noun-verb agreement (e.g., “If frog get hot…”).
Use oral editing to assist students with
understanding complete sentences and noun-verb
agreement, asking, “Does this sound right? Is
there a word missing?”

Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student B –Apprentice
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student B –Apprentice

Voice and Tone: Appropriate
beginning for questions, but
questions are incomplete and
lack precise language.

Conventions: Inconsistent use
of ending punctuation.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student B –Apprentice
Details/Elaboration:
Illustrations include labels
and specific details.

Details/Elaboration: Use of
comparison strategy to
elaborate.

Purpose: Factual information is related to
the topic with some authentic sentences
and some copied sentences.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student B –Apprentice

Organization: Facts are
organized under the
appropriate topic, but
transitions would help to
further develop the writing.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student B –Apprentice
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student B –Apprentice

Voice and Tone: Sentences
copied directly from the text.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student B - Apprentice
Annotations are based on analytical scoring, which means scoring each criterion separately. Analytical scoring supports the teacher in
being able to focus feedback to students and target next steps for instruction. Analytical feedback for each criterion also helps students to
see their areas of strength and where they need to make revisions. The writing analyzed through these annotations is indicative of a
student generally performing at an Apprentice level.
CCLS Language & Writing
Purpose
•

•
•

Context – topic, question(s) to be
answered
Focus/Controlling Idea
Evidence of gathered
information or understanding
something about the topic

Organization
•
•
•

Overall coherence
Appropriate organizational
patterns
Transitions connect ideas (e.g.,
compare-contrast, description,
cause-effect)
•
May have headings,
numbering, bullets to
group ideas

Details/Elaboration
•
•
•
•
•

Naming
Describing, defining
Explaining
Comparing
Examples, facts, citations
•
Sensory and concrete
details supporting topic
•
Analogies
•
Illustrations, graphics

Instructional next steps
To meet CCR Standards, this student needs to:

Evidence
Score: Apprentice
• The topic identified at the top of each page
relates to the factual information presented;
although some of the information is copied
directly from the text.

Score: Apprentice
• The facts are organized under the
appropriate topic.
• The writing could benefit from further
development and the use of transitions to
connect original ideas.

Score: Apprentice
• The student includes illustrations with labels
to identify specific details, a feature of
informational texts.
• Some elaboration strategies are included.
For example, the students makes a
comparison to elaborate: the frog eggs are
slippery like jello
• The majority of the sentences are copied
from the text.
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• This student demonstrates an understanding of
the context. This student might benefit from rereading the text several times to develop a
bulleted list of the information learned. This list
could then be used to teach the student how to
combine ideas to create authentic sentence about
the topic.
• The task scaffolds the organization for students –
topic at top of page and prompt for closure, thus
the student writing had overall cohesion.
Gradually over time, scaffolding is slowly
removed to ensure that students are able to
independently organize their ideas and details.
This would be done with shorter and then longer
pieces of writing.
• Assistance with combining related ideas into
compound sentences using transitions (“and”).
• Practice use of elaboration for ideas by adding
more details or words that describe (colors,
shapes, sizes, sounds, etc.).

Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student B - Apprentice
Voice and Tone
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Knowledgeable person
Vocabulary – Precise
language
Sentence structure
Sentence variety

Conventions of Standard
English
Grammar
Usage
Mechanics (capitalization,
punctuation, spelling)

Score: Apprentice
• The student attempts to use a
knowledgeable voice, however, many
sentences are copied directly from the text.
This is seen throughout the report, but is
specifically noted in the section of the most
interesting things learned about frogs.
• The student uses appropriate starter words
for questions (e.g., Are, Why, How) but the
questions are incomplete lacking precise
language, and therefore do not enhance
meaning.

• Practice grouping two similar ideas from a list of
different ideas and combining the two similar
ideas into one compound sentence (using “and”)
• Practice paraphrasing and summarizing
information using own vocabulary and sentence
structure, rather than copying specific sentences
directly from the text.
• Assisting the student to develop questions that
include precise language would create a stronger
voice and tone as well as appropriate structure.
For example the student wrote the question:
Why frogs have to grow. Having the student
state their question while the number of words
are identified with a blank would help the
student write: Why do tadpoles grow into frogs?

Score: Apprentice
• Grade level conventions are used by this
student, including phonetic and
conventional spelling (e.g., “there”/ “their”).
• Some sentences end with periods and begin
with capital letters.
• Errors in spelling and conventions (e.g.,
capital letters used for words within
sentence) are noted, but do not interfere
with overall reader understanding.

• The ending punctuation is inconsistent (some
question marks and some periods). Have the
student distinguish between statements and
questions and identify the punctuation associated
with each.
• Use oral editing to assist students with
understanding complete sentences, asking, “does
this sound right? Is there a word missing?”
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student C – Apprentice
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student C – Apprentice
#005, page 2

Voice and Tone: Appropriate
beginning for questions, but
questions are incomplete and
lack precise language.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student C – Apprentice
#005, page 3

Details/Elaboration:
Illustrations include labels and
some details.

Details/Elaboration: Use of
describing strategy to
elaborate.

Voice and
Tone:
Sentences
copied directly
from the text.

Conventions: Inconsistent use
of noun-verb agreement.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student C – Apprentice
#005, page 4

Organization: The sequence of
information within the section is
incorrect.

Purpose: Factual
information is related
to the topic.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student C – Apprentice
#005, page 5
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student C – Apprentice
#005, page 6

Conventions: Incomplete
sentence.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student C - Apprentice
Annotations are based on analytical scoring, which means scoring each criterion separately. Analytical scoring supports the teacher in
being able to focus feedback to students and target next steps for instruction. Analytical feedback for each criterion also helps students to
see their areas of strength and where they need to make revisions. The writing analyzed through these annotations is indicative of a
student generally performing at an Apprentice level.
CCLS Language & Writing
Purpose
•

•
•

Context – topic, question(s) to be
answered
Focus/Controlling Idea
Evidence of gathered
information or understanding
something about the topic

Organization
•
•
•

Overall coherence
Appropriate organizational
patterns
Transitions connect ideas (e.g.,
compare-contrast, description,
cause-effect)
•
May have headings,
numbering, bullets to
group ideas

Details/Elaboration
•
•
•
•
•

Naming
Describing, defining
Explaining
Comparing
Examples, facts, citations
•
Sensory and concrete
details supporting topic
•
Analogies
•
Illustrations, graphics

Evidence

Instructional next steps
To meet CCR Standards, this student needs to:

Score: Apprentice
• This student demonstrates an understanding
of the context.
• The topic identified at the top of each page
relates to the factual information presented;
some of the information is paraphrased and
some is copied from the text.

• Re-read the text several times orally and silently
with a peer to develop a bulleted list of the
information learned. This list could then be used
to combine ideas to create authentic/paraphrased
sentences about the topic.

Score: Apprentice
• The facts are organized under the
appropriate topic.
• The sequence of information within some
sections is incorrect and somewhat
disjointed (the tadpoles hatch and then they
eat their yolk).
• The ideas within the body and closure are
only partially formed (e.g., some sentences
are incomplete).
• The writing could benefit from further
development and the use of transitions to
connect original ideas.

Note: The task scaffolds the organization for
students – topic at top of page and prompt for
closure, thus the student writing had overall
cohesion.
• Gradually over time, scaffolding is slowly
removed to ensure that students are able to
independently organize their ideas and details.
This would be done with shorter and then longer
pieces of writing.
• Use an organizer or numbering for sequencing
information may help with overall coherence in
writing ideas under each section.
• Combine related ideas into compound sentences
using transitions (“and”).
• Orally read sentences with a peer to be sure
ideas are fully formed.
• Practice use of elaboration for ideas by adding
more details or words that describe (colors,
shapes, sizes, sounds, etc.).

Score: Apprentice
• The student includes illustrations with some
labels to identify specific details, a feature
of informational texts.
• The size of the frog eggs are used as an
elaboration strategy, but few other details or
elaboration is used.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student C - Apprentice
Voice and Tone
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Knowledgeable person
Vocabulary – Precise
language
Sentence structure
Sentence variety

Conventions of Standard
English
Grammar
Usage
Mechanics (capitalization,
punctuation, spelling)

Score: Apprentice
• The student uses some paraphrasing to
demonstrate a knowledgeable voice and
tone; however, other sentences are copied
directly from the text.
• The student uses an appropriate starter
words for the questions (How). The
questions are incomplete and both questions
lack precise language (“they” used instead
of “frogs.”)

Score: Apprentice
• Grade level spelling conventions are used
by this student.
• Some sentences end with periods and begin
with capital letters.
• There is some inconsistent use noun-verb
agreement (e.g., “some of the egg are …”).
• Some sentences are incomplete.
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• Practice grouping two similar ideas from a list of
different ideas and combining the two similar
ideas into one compound sentence (using “and”)
• Practice paraphrasing and summarizing
information using own vocabulary and sentence
structure, rather than copying specific sentences
directly from the text.
• Develop questions that include precise language
to create a stronger voice and tone as well as
appropriate sentence structure. (For example the
student wrote the question: “How they lay their
eggs?”) Having the student ask questions orally
(when given different starter words – how, why,
etc.) while writing each word in the sentence
would help the student write: How do frogs lay
their eggs? Or Where do frogs lay their eggs?
• Use oral editing to understand/hear complete
sentences. (Ask, “does this sound right? Is there
a word missing?”)

Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student D – Apprentice/Novice
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student D – Apprentice/Novice

Conventions: Errors in mechanics
interfere with the reader’s
understanding.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student D – Apprentice/Novice

Organization: The
organization is basic and lacks
transitions to connect ideas
and add coherence.

Voice and Tone: The vocabulary and
sentence structure is choppy and does not
enhance meaning.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student D – Apprentice/Novice

Details/Elaboration:
Illustrations lack labels
and specific details.

Purpose: Information about
tadpoles (“they eat with their
mouths”) shifts from what was
stated in the text (e.g., have
gills, swim, grow legs, eat
plants) to prior knowledge only.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student D – Apprentice/Novice

Voice and Tone: Scribing provides enough
information to determine that the student
is able to use basic grammar and compose
simple sentences.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student D - Apprentice/Novice
Annotations are based on analytical scoring, which means scoring each criterion separately. Analytical scoring supports the
teacher in being able to focus feedback to students and target next steps for instruction. Analytical feedback for each criterion
also helps students to see their areas of strength and where they need to make revisions. The writing analyzed through these
annotations is indicative of a student generally performing between Apprentice - Novice levels.
CCLS Language & Writing
Purpose
•

•
•

Context – topic, question(s) to be
answered
Focus/Controlling Idea
Evidence of gathered
information or understanding
something about the topic

Organization
•
•
•

Overall coherence
Appropriate organizational
patterns
Transitions connect ideas (e.g.,
compare-contrast, description,
cause-effect)
•
May have headings,
numbering, bullets to
group ideas

Details/Elaboration
•
•
•
•
•

Naming
Describing, defining
Explaining
Comparing
Examples, facts, citations
•
Sensory and concrete
details supporting topic
•
Analogies
•
Illustrations, graphics

Instructional next steps
To meet CCR Standards, this student needs to:

Evidence
Score: Apprentice
• The topic identified generally relates to the
factual information presented; however, the
information in the writing is somewhat
unclear. For example, when prompted to
write a question about frogs, the question
recorded was: How do they turn into frogs?
• Information about tadpoles (“they eat with
their mouths”) is repeated and based on
student prior knowledge, rather than on what
was stated in the text about tadpoles (e.g.,
have gills, swim, grow legs, eat plants).
Score: Apprentice
• The organization is basic and lacks
transitions to connect ideas.

Score: Novice
• The student includes illustrations; however
the illustrations do not include labels or
details and the connection to the written text
is unclear. The frog illustration on the cover
is the same as the tadpole illustration. Both
are inaccurate, showing two legs.
• The student attempts to add details to the
writing, but what is written is insufficient or
too unclear to support the focus. Some
information is unclear even as stated/dictated.
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• Orally read own writing to a scribe. The scribe
writes dictated sentences for the student to copy
onto sentence strips and read back, thus
reinforcing both oral editing and oral reading.
• Re-read the text several times with a partner to
locate details to include facts that are relevant to
focus/controlling idea.

Note: The task scaffolds the organization for
students – topic at top of page and prompt for
closure, thus the student writing has overall
cohesion.
• Gradually over time, scaffolding is slowly
removed to ensure that students are able to
independently organize their ideas and details.
This would be done with shorter and then
longer pieces of writing.
Note: This student would benefit from
understanding the purpose of details in
informational text (e.g., how details help the
reader make a picture in his mind) and how they
are used when writing informational text (e.g.,
labeling illustrations, explaining ideas, etc.)
• Practice use of elaboration for ideas by adding
more details or words that describe (colors,
shapes, sizes, sounds, etc.).
• Locate mentor texts with labeled illustrations as
examples for own writing.

Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student D - Apprentice/Novice
Voice and Tone
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Knowledgeable person
Vocabulary – Precise language
Sentence structure
Sentence variety

Conventions of Standard
English
Grammar
Usage
Mechanics (capitalization,
punctuation, spelling)

Score: Apprentice (weak)
• Although the writing was scribed, there is
enough information to determine that the
student is able to use basic grammar (Novice)
and compose simple sentences (Apprentice).
• The vocabulary and sentence structure is
choppy and does not enhance meaning.
• The student uses text illustrations to make
sense/ create statements about frogs. For
example, the student identifies that frog eggs
get eaten by fish. This is not directly stated
in the book, but is seen in the text illustration.
Score: Novice
• Errors in mechanics interfere with the
reader’s understanding.
• Teacher scribing helps to show that the
student is able to form complete sentences
and use basic grammar.
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• Develop sentences that include precise language
in order to clarify understanding as well as to
develop sentence structure. For example, the
student wrote: The frogs eggs gots warm.
Assisting the student to develop the sentence
and the details would create a stronger voice
and tone for the informational writing.
• In addition, the student writes “who” for “how”
based on the scribing. The student would also
benefit from knowing different words for
starting a question, as well as understanding the
phonemic sounds found in these words
• This student posed questions appropriately
(e.g., “How do they turn into frogs.”) but used a
period in place of a question mark. Have the
student match statements and questions with the
correct punctuation.
• Have the student practice peer editing for basic
punctuation (capitals and periods/question
marks) and spelling support.

Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student E – Novice
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student E – Novice

Conventions: Errors in
grammar and usage
interfere with the reader’s
understanding and create
a choppy message.

Conventions: Errors in mechanics interfere
with the reader’s understanding.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student E – Novice

Details/Elaboration: Illustrations
lack labels and specific details.

Details/Elaboration: Generic and/or
unclear information, as written by both the
student and scribe.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student E – Novice

Voice and Tone:
Vocabulary use is below
grade level and even
simple sentences are not
often evident.

Purpose: Although related to
the topic, the information is not
factual.

Organization: Information is unclear
making the message choppy.
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student E – Novice
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student E - Novice
Annotations are based on analytical scoring, which means scoring each criterion separately. Analytical scoring supports the
teacher in being able to focus feedback to students and target next steps for instruction. Analytical feedback for each criterion
also helps students to see their areas of strength and where they need to make revisions. The writing analyzed through these
annotations is indicative of a student generally performing at a Novice level.
CCLS Language & Writing
Purpose
•

•
•

Context – topic, question(s) to be
answered
Focus/Controlling Idea
Evidence of gathered
information or understanding
something about the topic

Organization
•
•
•

Overall coherence
Appropriate organizational
patterns
Transitions connect ideas (e.g.,
compare-contrast, description,
cause-effect)
•
May have headings,
numbering, bullets to
group ideas

Details/Elaboration
•
•
•
•
•

Naming
Describing, defining
Explaining
Comparing
Examples, facts, citations
•
Sensory and concrete
details supporting topic
•
Analogies
•
Illustrations, graphics

Evidence

Instructional next steps
To meet CCR Standards, this student needs to:

Score: Novice
• The topic identified is somewhat related to
the information presented. However, much
of the information is not factual. For
example when writing about tadpoles, the
student writes, “They hop with their legs they
play.”

• Re-read the text several times orally with
scaffolding (e.g., paired reading) to locate
factual details that are relevant to the
focus/controlling idea.
• Practice identifying differences between factual
information and information from the student’s
imagination or from literary texts (e.g., Frog
and Toad’s Big Ride).
Note: The task scaffolds the organization for
students – topic at top of page and prompt for
closure, thus the student writing is supported in
having overall cohesion (which it does not).
• Write shorter texts with a tighter focus and fact
base.
• Gradually over time, scaffolding is slowly
removed to ensure that students are able to
independently organize their ideas and details.
• Use mentor texts with labeled illustrations as
examples for own writing – first to
copy/duplicate and then to create own
illustrations.
• Add prepared labels to illustrations to practice
making connections between text words and
text illustrations. For example, place several
labels on the correct body parts of the frog.
• Practice writing sentences using details that are
located in the text.
• Use a frame for writing that has the student find
and add one or two more details/ words to a
sentence that describes (adding colors, shapes,
sizes, sounds, etc.).

Score: Novice
• The information is not always clearly stated
or may be unrelated to the text, which
creates a choppy overall message, lacking
coherence.

Score: Novice
• The student includes some illustrations;
however they do not include labels or details
and connections to the written text are
unclear.
• The student attempts to add details to the
writing, but what is written is generic or too
unclear to support the focus (e.g., “When
they die they never be alive.”).
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Grade 1 Literacy: My Report about Frogs
Annotated Student Work: Student E - Novice
Voice and Tone
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Knowledgeable person
Vocabulary – Precise language
Sentence structure
Sentence variety

Conventions of Standard
English
Grammar
Usage
Mechanics (capitalization,
punctuation, spelling)

Score: Novice
• As seen through both the student writing and
scribing, the sentences are poorly formed and
disjointed. There is enough information from
the scribing to determine that the student
struggles with composing simple sentences
(“I learned about tadpoles they got big
legs.”).
• The use of vocabulary is below grade level.
• The student uses an appropriate question
word: “How”.
Score: Novice
• Teacher scribing helps to show that the
student is able to form parts but not complete
sentences and use some basic grammar.
Even with the scribing, the grammar, word
usage, and sentence forming are weak.
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• Use word cards with nouns and verbs to
develop complete sentences that clarify
understanding. For example, the student wrote:
“When they die they never be alive.”
• Provide question words (who, what, where,
why, how) to help the student developing own
questions.
• Encourage the student to express curiosity
about texts read, viewed, and read aloud and
scribe questions for the student to read back
own ideas.
• This student posed some questions
appropriately (e.g., “How do frogs jump high.”)
but used a period in place of a question mark.
Have the student listen to and practice matching
statements and questions with the correct
punctuation.

GRADE 1 LITERACY: MY REPORT ABOUT FROGS
INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORTS
The instructional supports on the following pages include a unit outline with formative assessments
and suggested learning activities. Teachers may use this unit outline as it is described, integrate parts
of it into a currently existing curriculum unit, or use it as a model or checklist for a currently existing
unit on a different topic.
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Unit Outline – Grade 1 ELA
INTRODUCTION: This unit outline provides an example of how to integrate performance tasks into
a unit of instruction. Teachers may (a) use this unit as it is described below; (b) integrate parts of it
into a currently existing curriculum unit; or (c) use it as a model or checklist for a currently existing
unit on a different topic..

Grade 1 Literacy: A Frog Investigation!
UNIT TOPIC AND LENGTH:
 This unit leads students in an exploration of an informational text centered on the life cycle of a frog. Read
alouds and structured conversations are used to guide students in the process of using an informational text
as a learning tool (i.e., gathering facts from what an author has written). Students then use what they have
learned from the mentor text to create their own “teaching text.” Extensions for continued learning around
frogs are included. The length of this unit is 3-4 weeks.

COMMON CORE CONTENT STANDARDS:

H

 1.RI.1: Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
 1.RI.7: Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.
 1.W.2: Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the
topic, and provide some sense of closure.
 1.SL.2: Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally
or through other media.
 1.L.2: Demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.

BIG IDEAS/ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS:
 Informational texts are teaching books.
Authors teach us what they know about
a topic in their informational texts.

 Informational texts and literary texts
have different features that authors use
to help us understand what they have
written.

 As writers, we can teach other people

what we know in reports and books that
we write.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:

 How can I learn from texts?

 How are informational books different from other texts?
What features or signals in a text tell us this is an
informational text?

 How can I teach other people through my own writing?

 How can thinking and talking about the questions I have
help me to learn?

 Listening and speaking provide the
opportunity to learn, reflect, and
respond.
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Unit Outline – Grade 1 ELA

CONTENT:

SKILLS:

Reading: informational texts

Reading: informational texts

 Definition and features of informational
text
 Comprehension of informational text
 Key details of informational text

_______________________________________________________
Writing: informational texts







Definition of informational text
Purpose
Details/elaboration
Organization
Conventions
Vocabulary

_______________________________________________________
Speaking and listening:
 Topic focus
 Questioning
 Explanation

VOCABULARY/KEY TERMS:

 Identify components of informational text
 Ask and answer questions about informational texts
 Identify key details in an informational text

_______________________________________________________
Writing-informational texts:

 Include components of informational text in creating
original text
 Develop clear topic and focus
 Provide details about an identified topic
 Provide a sense of closure with a concluding statement
and basic transitions
 Apply basic punctuation, capitalization, and spelling rules
 Use topic- and genre-appropriate words

_______________________________________________________
Speaking and listening:

 Actively listen to oral reading
 Develop questions to gain further knowledge about the
informational text
 Respond to questions from teacher and peers by
explaining key details from the informational text

Literacy






Informational (or nonfiction) texts
Information, (key) details, or facts
Organization (topic, closure, etc.)
Conventions (punctuation, complete sentence, etc.)
Relevant text features (illustrations, etc.)

Science (text-based vocabulary in “Frogs” by Gail Gibbons)

 Primary: frogs, frog eggs, tadpoles, life cycle
 Secondary: frog spawn, embryos, algae, gills, lungs, amphibians, camouflage, hibernation, herpetologist
 Tier II vocabulary: cluster, hatch, bulge, disappear, webbed, hind, creatures
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Unit Outline – Grade 1 ELA

ASSESSMENT EVIDENCE AND ACTIVITIES
INITIAL ASSESSMENT :
Shared reading of informational text. Use Hess’s Systematic Observation to observe areas including:





Student interest
Student insights (new or prior knowledge) and questioning
Student use of nonfiction text features
Student use of content specific vocabulary (i.e., from the book) as well as vocabulary related to informational
texts (e.g., facts, nonfiction, information, etc.)

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT:

 Teacher observations (see “Systematic Observation” tool by Karin Hess)
 Class discussion KWL, oral summarizing

Key criteria (oral, visual, written)

 Purpose: identifies clear topic and focus, central idea, key supporting details/facts
 Organization: organizes information for coherence, creates concluding statement, correct use of basic
transitions
 Details & elaboration: uses nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs to describe or elaborate; locates facts that
support focus
 Vocabulary development: descriptive language, categorizes information (e.g., things an animal eats)
 Voice & tone: creates a variety of complete sentences
 Conventions: applies basic punctuation, capitalization, and spelling rules

FINAL PERFORMANCE TASK:

After multiple opportunities to read an informational text and use information/facts students will write a short
report about what was learned (see included resources for writing, “My Report About ___”). See attached materials
for details on the task, including a set of lessons that lead to the task.

LEARNING PLAN & ACTIVITIES:
Introduction to informational texts. This section may be modified, depending on students’ prior experience with
informational texts. Note that each “part” may last one or more class periods, depending on your students and your
schedule.
A note about comprehension of informational texts:

Informational texts present a greater challenge for students to comprehend. To ensure comprehension while
maintaining the complexity of the text, it is essential that understanding come from the text itself (i.e., not from
relating the text to students’ experiences). To achieve this, use strategic, open-ended questioning to check
comprehension at the end of each page or section, such as through Isabel Beck’s “Questioning the Author” technique.
These questions include:
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Unit Outline – Grade 1 ELA
 What is the author telling you?
 Why is the author telling you that?
 How else would you say that?
Part 1: Introducing an informational text
 Present an informational text about animals to the students, while gathered in a meeting area. The example
used here is Monarch Butterfly by Gail Gibbons, though you may select any informational text about animals
based on your knowledge of your students’ interest and/or units of study (e.g., in science). You likely will
want to select an animal that students have some familiarity with, in order to support transition to an
unfamiliar genre.
 Predictions. Ask students to predict what the book will be about, based on the cover and title.
 Genre. Explain that this is an informational text, or nonfiction book, which means it will tell us a true story
about the topic presented on the cover.
 Text features. Take a book walk and elicit student observations. Call students’ attention to text features
particular to an informational text (e.g., photographs, captions, bold print, etc.).
 Comparison. Ask students how an informational text seems to be different from literary or fictional texts
they have read in the past. Provide examples of fiction books that the class has read as a whole.

Part 2: Understanding an informational text

 Create a “Nonfiction Study” chart, using the following structure:
My first thoughts

Before reading
Questions I have

New learning

After reading
New questions

 Ask students what they already know about the animal in the informational text used in Part 1 (e.g., monarch
butterfly). Record students’ responses in the column labeled, “My first thoughts.”
 Ask students what questions they have about the animal, and record their questions in the column labeled,
“Questions I have.”
 Read the book aloud. Periodically or at the end of each section, ask students to share new facts they have
learned. Record these in the section labeled, “New learning.”
 During and following reading, ask students if there are any new questions that they would like to add to the
chart, and record these in the section labeled, “New questions.”
 Enrichment: You may have some students who would benefit from completing the “Nonfiction Study” chart
as an independent writing activity.

Part 3: Organizing learning from an informational text

 Present the concept of students being “information detectives,” as nonfiction texts have information that a
reader needs to find and learn from.
 Review the text used in Parts 1 and 2 (or use a new text, if students are ready), with the lens of an
“information detective,” to mine additional facts. Add new facts to the “New learning” column in your
“Nonfiction Study” chart.
 Introduce the “Information Wheel” (pictured below) as a tool for recording information that they have found
in their detective work.
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Unit Outline – Grade 1 ELA

What
does it
do?

What
does it
look like?

Where does it
live?

 Review the “My first thoughts” and “New learning” columns. Work with students to organize facts from these
columns into appropriate sections on the “Information Wheel.”
 When the first item is shared, model how the information from the book (phrase or sentence) can be turned
into a note. Explain to students that taking notes this way helps them to record information to use in their
own informational writing (some students may be ready for a lesson on plagiarism).
o Example from Monarch Butterfly: The egg of a monarch is almost always laid on a milkweed plant. The
plant will be its food.
o Fact phrases (may be written in bulleted list):
 Egg laid on milkweed
 New caterpillar eats milkweed
 After reading and note-taking, reflect on the process and how it could be used to create a student’s own
informational text (report) about butterflies, even incorporating additional sources.
 Enrichment: You may have some students who would benefit from completing the “Information Wheel” chart
as an independent writing activity.
Enrichment

 Students who are ready for independent investigation may do so using appropriate nonfiction texts or
articles.
 Introduce these students to the “3-2-1” note taking strategy. They may record their notes in a template
similar to the following:
3 things you discovered:

2 interesting things:
,
.

1 question you still have:

Optional: Content-focused lessons on frogs
These lessons may be used to enhance the science connections of this unit. You may find this instruction to be
helpful in order to support students’ understanding of frogs, in connection to the book used in the performance task,
either as preparation for or extension from the performance task.
Focus: Motivational activities provide background knowledge by using students’ experiences resulting in rich personal
writing
 See “Nature centers” and “Online tools” in resources section below.
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Unit Outline – Grade 1 ELA
Focus: Essential questions guide research
 Guide children in writing one fact and one question about frogs on sticky notes.
 Begin a concept map by collecting the children’s facts and posting them around the topic.
 Collect children’s questions (on sticky notes) and model how to classify the facts under the questions. Engage
children in sorting the information (their sticky notes) into common categories, and physically group the
notes on the concept map.
 Model how to turn a question into an essential question, and explains the role that essential questions play in
guiding research.

Focus: Elicit the difference between personification and scientific representation of animals

 Children view the film, Kermit the Frog Talks about Frogs. Create a Venn diagram comparing the bull frog to
Kermit the frog.
 Define personification as an element of fictional writing.
 Use a T chart to compare and contrast text features and elements of Frog and Toad are Friends by Arnold
Lobel to an informational text about frogs.

Focus: Teaching the concept of plagiarism

 The teacher puts a fake cover on a familiar book and reads it to the children. When the class realizes that it is
a familiar book not written by the teacher, the teacher explains that it is wrong to steal another writer’s
words. The teacher defines the term as plagiarism.
 Using a nonfiction text, the teacher models how to write a note fact without plagiarizing. (Meaning that you
cannot use someone’s personal phrasing or words – content words can always be used.)

Focus: Learning center activities/small independent groups

 Students investigate and collect notes using a variety of traditional and technologically based non-leveled
materials about various world wide frog species.
 They also participate in several lab activities which will involve frog adaptations and observations regarding
tracking the sequential growth of bull frog tadpoles.
 Although some activities will be required, students should also have a menu of other participation options.
 Before students interact with the materials in the Learning Center, they should be well versed in the
procedure of the activities they are expected to complete, as well as the rules, routines, use, and maintenance
of the Center.
 See “Resources” section for materials to guide this work.

RESOURCES:

Supplemental documents:
 Two writing templates are included and can be used with multiple texts over the course of the unit. The
longer “report” template is for reading longer texts, at first with shared readings and supports. The
shorter template is for practice with texts read at students’ independent reading levels. In this case, the
informational texts read independently will vary according to students’ reading ability.
 “Guidelines for Administration: Writing Progress-Monitoring Performance Assessments” (Karin Hess)
 “Systemic Observation” (Karin Hess)
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Unit Outline – Grade 1 ELA
Literature:
 “Frogs” by Gail Gibbons
 “Monarch Butterfly” by Gail Gibbons
Professional resources:
 Beck, Isabel. Improving Comprehension with Questioning the Author. New York, NY: Scholastic, 2006.
 Parker, Diane. Planning for Inquiry: It’s Not an Oxymoron! National Council of Teachers of English, 2007.
 Simmons, Eileen A. "Rethinking Research." English Journal Sept. 1999: 114-117.

Supplemental resources to support content learning about frogs:
Instructional tools
 Data Observation Sheet
 Take home books

Instructional texts (for independent or guided reading)










Frogs by Bourget (Level C)
Frogs by Gail Saunders-Smith (Level D)
Frog by Judith Bauer Stamper (Level E)
Frogs and Toads and Tadpoles Too by Allen Fowler (Level G)
Climbing Tree Frogs by Ruth Berman (Level I)
Fabulous Frogs by Linda Glaser (Level I)
A Wood Frog’s Life by John Himmelman (Level I)
Fantastic Frogs by Fay Robinson (Level J)
From Tadpole to Frog by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld (Level J)

Informational texts

“National Geographic Explorer! Collection Freaky Frogs” by Dan and Michele Hogan (see pp. 8-9 for “Cycle of
Life of a Frog” photographs)
 “Growing Frogs” by Vivian French
 “All About Frogs” by Jim Arnosky


Literature (fiction)

 “Frog and Toad are Friends” by Arnold Lobel
 “The Green Frogs”: A Korean Folktale by Yumi Heo
 “The Frogs Wore Red Suspenders” by Jack Prelutsky
 “The Great Frog Race and other Poems” by Kristine O’Connell George

Learning center activities:
 Science labs: http://www.aimsedu.org/ (I’m Stuck on You, Wonderful Webbed Feet)
 How to draw a frog: http://www.howtodrawanimals.net/how-to-draw-a-frog
 NY Atlas species of toads and frogs: http://www.dec.ny.gov/animals/7487.html
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Unit Outline – Grade 1 ELA
 Frogs around the world: Expose children to the word “frog” in many languages—especially languages that
they may speak! http://www.allaboutfrogs.org/info/international/internt.html
 “Fabulous Frogs!” Weekly Reader Apr. 2010: http://www.weeklyreader.com/1/weekly-reader-edition1/article/welcome-weekly-reader-edition-1
 “The Life Cycle of a Frog” interactive:
http://www.harcourtschool.com/activity/science_up_close/212/deploy/interface.html
 “Poison Dart Frogs” facts and pictures:
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/kids/animals/creaturefeature/poison-dart-frog/
 Art Study
o Henri Matisse, Fishes and Flowers and Frogs; image can be found at:
http://www.highsavingdaily.info/green-frog-art-limited-edition-canvas-gallery-wrapped-art-bypierre-h-matisse-fishes-and-flowers-and-frogs-oh-my/
o Andy Warhol, frog collection; e.g., “Pine Barrens Tree Frog” can be found at:
http://www.popinternational.com/pop.gallery.andywarhol.editions.endangeredspecies#arta7ee5fa
4022e4fe2f90ef3d45973204f

Nature centers

 “Fast Food Amphibians” Alley Pond Environmental Center, 222-06 Northern Boulevard, Douglaston, NY
11363-1890, 718 229-4000
 “Ecology/Conversation” Blue Heron Nature Center, 222 Poillon Avenue, Staten Island, NY 10312, 718 9673542
 Bronx Zoo, Central Park Zoo, Prospect Park Zoo, Queens Zoo – offer educational children’s programs
regarding amphibians

Online tools

 Frog life cycle: http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/scienceforkids/life_cycle/movie.htm
 Frog metamorphosis: http://www.pbs.org/teachers/connect/resources/5703/preview/
 Introduction to frogs: http://www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/episodes/frogs-the-thin-greenline/introduction/4763/
 Frog activities, facts, and photos: http://www.kidzone.ws/lw/frogs/index.htm
 Videos of many species of frogs in their natural habitats; discussion of the decline of the frog population:
http://www.midwestfrogs.com/
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